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Hindle et al.
[2]

showed that source-code at the token level is more
predictable than standard English. It is also intuitive to assume that
adding information can only simplify the prediction task, thus recent
work employ tree or graph views of source-code. However, the
hypothesis that such views should be “natural”, i.e. statistically
predictable, has not been tested.

背景・⽬的

Previous research have shown source-
code to be statistically predictable as a
sequence of tokens. Is the same still true
for structured views of source-code such
as Abstract Syntax Trees?

研究内容（⽅法・結果・結論）

どんな研究︖ 何がわかる︖
Employing a structured view of source-
code can be beneficial and make the
prediction task easier; however, it can also
hinder by confusing the model.

⽅法︓Self Cross-Entropy
In the original work by Hindle et al., they estimate self
cross-entropy as:

where D is the dataset, M is the model, tᵢ is a token in
the document, and h(tᵢ) is a context around the token,
such as other tokens just before or just after it.

In our work, we estimate the above probability as:

Where is the i-th token, is the sub-tree rooted at ,
is the root of the AST, and LCA( ) is the least common

ancestor operator.

We realise this via a TreeLSTM model trained using
sub-tree masking, removing a token and the associated
parse (sub-)trees.

結果︓
Model performance improves similarly with context size,
but (tree) structure is not always better.

While Ruby shows improvement over a raw token model,
other languages are less predictable than their
counterparts or indeed English.

This suggests that naively performing predictions at an
Abstract Syntax Tree level may be more difficult than at
a token level, although models do manage to learn.
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